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'Tell us where our children are?': Search for bodies at Gaza hospital after siege
Video showed United Nations staff wearing white helmets clambering over layers of debris along with health workers combing the rubble.
Israel reports terrorists killed and captured »
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Winner of $1.3 billion Powerball jackpot comes forward to claim prize
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Zoo animals displayed unusual behaviors during total solar eclipse
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Should you keep your phone in your pocket? What you need to know.
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He was an internet sensation at Indiana State. Now he wants to transfer.
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Disney is changing its policies for guests with disabilities. What to know.
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Politics·Yahoo News
Trump legal news brief: Trump motion to delay hush money trial rejected by second appeals court judge in two days
For the second time in two days, an appeals court judge rejects a motion by former President Donald Trump that would have delayed the April 15 start of his hush money trial.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Associated Press
Florida woman is sentenced to a month in jail for selling Biden's daughter's diary
A Florida mother was sentenced Tuesday to a month in prison and three months of home confinement for stealing and selling President Joe Biden’s daughter's diary four years ago to the conservative group Project Veritas.  Aimee Harris was sentenced in Manhattan federal court by Judge Laura Taylor Swain, who called the Palm Beach, Florida, woman's actions “despicable.”  Harris pleaded guilty to a conspiracy charge in August 2022, admitting that she received $20,000 of the $40,000 that was paid by P
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Tiger Woods still believes he has advantage at Masters despite broken-down body
By his own admission, Woods hurts every day and even walking a round at Augusta takes it out of him. But experience at the course gives him a leg up on the competition as well.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·Yahoo News
How you can start planning for the next eclipse
Can’t wait until 2044? Here are the eclipses you can start planning for now.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Parade
Kate Middleton Breaks Royal Tradition With Sweet Gesture Amid Cancer Battle
The Princess of Wales appears to be following the King's lead in making history with royal firsts.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UConn wins back-to-back NCAA championships with dominant win over Purdue
The Huskies left little doubt as to who the best team in college basketball was this season.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
Do your eyes hurt after the eclipse? Here's why they may be irritated and what to do.
Searches for 'eyes hurting' are spiking after Monday's solar eclipse, but experts say the pain will subside in most cases.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Miami Herald
Are Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton getting a divorce? Gwen Stefani speaks out
Gwen Stefani is talking about her insecurities and the divorce speculation that’s been swirling around the internet.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·NBC News
Lawyer fatally shoots ex-daughter-in law, fellow attorney in Las Vegas law firm
A lawyer fatally shot his former daughter-in-law, as well as a fellow attorney, during a deposition at a Las Vegas law firm Monday morning, two sources familiar with the investigation said.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
How UConn's Dan Hurley engineered the best two-year run in modern college basketball history
Because of the increase of one-and-done players, the transfer portal and NIL money, it's nearly impossible to stay at the top of the college basketball mountaintop. The Huskies have found a way.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·The Yodel
Trump’s shifting abortion stance, Jonathan Majors sentenced to counseling and scenes from the 2024 solar eclipse
The stories you need to start your day: GOP leaders condemn Trump’s abortion stance, UConn’s NCAA victory and more in today’s edition of The Yodel newsletter
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
Yes, Amazon sells greenhouses — and they cost as little as $39
From permanent structures to portable options, there's a plant-nurturing solution for everyone.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
These are the best invisible hearing aids of 2024, according to experts
They're tiny but mighty — and come in a range of types.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 9 best natural deodorants of 2024, according to dermatologist
From Saltair to Lume to Megababe and Kopari, we tested and rated the best natural deodorant sticks, wipes, creams and roll-ons with the help of a panel of experts
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
25 of the best self-care gifts to treat yourself to this year
Treat yourself to these standout picks from UGG, Cozy Earth, Stanley and more.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 11 best electric toothbrushes for 2024, tested by the Yahoo team
It's the all-star team of oral care, as chosen by dental-health professionals and our own shopping experts.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best self tanner of 2024 — yes, you can totally fake a sun-kissed glow
With these tested and reviewed foams, creams and sprays, it's easier than ever to get a natural-looking tan — without the harmful skin-damaging rays
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Target Circle Week 2024: Shop the best deals during the big sale event
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 11 best food storage containers of 2024: Tried and tested
Rubbermaid, Pyrex and Ziploc top our list — prep for success with high-performing glass, plastic and stainless steel storage for leftovers, meal prep and more.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best non-alcoholic wines for 2024 that don't taste like grape juice
If you don't drink or you're simply sober curious, they can be a surprisingly good substitute for the real thing.
14 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Benzinga
Charlie Munger Said, 'Find A Way To Get Your Hands On $100,000' Even If It Means Walking Everywhere — The Magic Number If You Want To Be Rich
Charlie Munger, the man who served as legendary investor Warren Buffett’s right-hand man for decades, died in December, just shy of his 100th birthday. Buffett credits him as the "architect" of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. and referred to him as "part older brother, part loving father." Munger is renowned for his insightful and often blunt advice. One piece of wisdom that resonates with investors is his take on building wealth. In the late 1990s, during a shareholder meeting, Munger said, “The first
3 min read
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Entertainment·Yahoo Movies
Kirsten Dunst says husband Jesse Plemons filmed chilling 'Civil War' scene as a favor: 'Nobody wants to play a role like that'
"Civil War" stars Kirsten Dunst, Wagner Moura, Cailee Spaeny talk about the new film, which depicts a dystopian near-future America.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Benzinga
'They're Just Awful,' Dave Ramsey Snaps At Millennials And Gen Z Living With Their Parents — 'Can't Buy A House Because They Don't Work'
In an interview with Fox Business on April 3, personal finance icon Dave Ramsey addressed criticisms from millennials and Gen Z amid discussions on social media and recent coverage by The Wall Street Journal (WSJ). The WSJ piece highlighted a trend among people younger than 40, suggesting a significant portion believes Ramsey's financial advice does not align with their economic realities. This sentiment is echoed on platforms like TikTok, where the hashtag #daveramseywouldn'tapprove is being us
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Benzinga
Planet Fitness Has Been 'Pretty Much Destroyed,' Says Company Founder Amid Speculation On Boycott Cancellations
Planet Fitness Inc. (NYSE:PLNT) Founder and CEO Mike Grondahl detailed a history of rampant abuse at the company and alleged it misrepresented its financials during a recent interview with controversial right-wing X user Libs of TikTok. This comes after weeks of calls for boycotts of the brand after the company canceled the membership of a Planet Fitness gym goer after speaking out about a biological male in the women's locker room. Planet Fitness's policy allows gym members to use the locker ro
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Miami Herald
Son knocks on mom’s door, stabs her 70 times, Florida cops say. ‘She got on my nerves’
“When mom opened the door, he began to stab her,” officials say.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Variety
Jodie Foster Pulled Robert Downey Jr. Aside on Their 1995 Film Set and Told Him: ‘I’m Scared of What Happens to You Next’ Because of Addiction
Jodie Foster opened up to Esquire magazine as part of its Robert Downey Jr. cover story about what it was like directing him in the 1995 Thanksgiving comedy “Home for the Holidays.” The film marked Foster’s second outing as a feature film director after 1991’s “Little Man Tate.” Production kicked off in early 1995, which …
3 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Marjorie Taylor Greene Mocked After Spilling Accidental Truth About Republicans
The far-right conspiracy theorist offered a hot take that even her critics had to agree with.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
Is it safe to keep your cellphone in your pocket? Experts explain the risks and what to do if you're worried.
There's some uncertainty about whether cellphone radiation has negative health effects, but experts say keeping your phone somewhere other than your pocket will reduce exposure.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Salon
“Incomprehensible”: Experts say Trump’s $175 million bond makes no sense
A former top financial regulator in New York told The Daily Beast that Trump's bond only raises more questions
2 min read
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Celebrity·SheKnows
King Charles Just Revealed the Two Royals Who Will Be Stepping Up for Him Amid Health Struggles
If someone is undergoing serious long-term treatment for health issues, most people would be working remotely, laying low from public events and even taking some time off work. For King Charles, who announced his battle with cancer earlier this year, there’s only so much time away he can take. After all, he is the King. …
2 min read
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
Target Circle Week: Everything we know, including early deals you can shop now
Mark your calendar: Target Circle Week begins Sunday, April 7, and runs through Saturday, April 13.
4 min read
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Celebrity·Fox News
Patrick Swayze's widow Lisa Niemi Swayze says star knew he was 'a dead man' upon hearing cancer diagnosis
Patrick Swayze's widow, Lisa Niemi Swayze, opened up about how the two of them reacted to his pancreatic cancer diagnosis, adding the actor knew it wasn't going to end well for him.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·TechCrunch
Hackers stole 340,000 Social Security numbers from government consulting firm
U.S. consulting firm Greylock McKinnon Associates disclosed a data breach in which hackers stole as many as 341,650 Social Security numbers.  The data breach was disclosed on Friday on Maine’s government website, where the state posts data breach notifications.  In its data breach notice sent by mail to affected victims, GMA said it was hit by an unspecified cyberattack in May 2023 and “promptly took steps to mitigate the incident.”
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Parade
I Tried Adam Sandler's Famous 'World's Greatest Sandwich' and It's My New Favorite Lunch
And it might become yours, too.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UConn's win over Purdue averages just under 4 million fewer viewers than South Carolina's victory over Iowa
Viewership for Monday night's game was up slightly from UConn's victory a year ago.
2 min read
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Politics·Yahoo Finance
Here’s who will pay for Biden’s student loan cancellations
Cancelling student debt is a windfall for the borrowers who benefit, but  taxpayers foot the bill.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NBA Mock Draft 6.0: Projections for every pick following March Madness
With the NCAA tournament behind us, here's an updated look at Yahoo Sports' first- and second-round projections for the 2024 NBA Draft.
15 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
With Kentucky job opening up, Dan Hurley laughs off question about leaving UConn after second straight title win
Hurley wasn't the only one to take his name out of consideration with UK's John Calipari reportedly on his way out the door.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 Masters tee times: Scottie Scheffler, Rory McIlroy lead marquee pairing; Tiger Woods set for Thursday afternoon
Tee times are out for the opening days of the Masters, and big names abound.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft primers hub: 32 teams, 32 needs, picks, best fits and more
What selections does your team have? What areas should it address? Who's the dream fantasy pick? We cover all that and more for every franchise right here.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Jon Rahm returns to Augusta with perspective, regrets after joining LIV Golf
The defending Masters champion is now on the LIV side of golf, and he has both thoughts and concerns.
2 min read
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Inflation expected to remain elevated as rate cut debate takes center stage
March's CPI report is one of the most important data points the Federal Reserve will consider in its next interest rate decision.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
New Tennessee women's basketball coach Kim Caldwell embraces high expectations
Kim Caldwell is embracing the high expectation as the new women's basketball coach at Tennessee. Her contract would make her the highest-paid coach in the sport if she were to win a national championship.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Masters: Brooks Koepka is competing with golf's legends, not its current stars
Koepka has left no doubt about his mindset: His goal is to catch and pass the game's best ever.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024-25 men's college basketball way-too-early Top 25: Duke, Purdue and UConn start out in front
It's never too early to look ahead to next season.
7 min read
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Sports·Rivals Basketball Recruiting
Four transfer prospects that could shine on their next team
Omaha Biliew was the highest-ranked prospect to ever sign with Iowa State but his freshman season didn't go as expected.
5 min read
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Sports·Devils Illustrated
Mark Mitchell transferring out of Duke
The Mark Mitchell double-digit tracking ends here — and will be continued somewhere other than Duke.  Mitchell entered the portal on Tuesday afternoon, leaving the Blue Devils after two seasons in which he started 67 of Duke’s 72 games.  The 6-9, 232-pounder was both integral to Duke’s success in Jon Scheyer’s first two seasons as coach and played through some inconsistencies.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Yes, sir: Verne Lundquist calls it a career at the 2024 Masters
'Uncle Verne,' who authored two of the greatest calls in sports history, will end his tenure at Augusta National after the 2024 Masters.
3 min read
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Sports·HawgBeat
John Calipari breaks silence, issues farewell to Kentucky
After 15 seasons as the head men's basketball coach at Kentucky, John Calipari has issued a farewell to the Wildcats and he is reportedly set to become the next head coach for Arkansas.  "Since our season ended, Ellen and I have spent a lot of time thinking about our time here at Kentucky, what it means to us, the friends we've made," Calipari said.  Anybody in our profession looks at the University of Kentucky in basketball and says 'That is the bluest of blue.'
3 min read
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Sports·The Maize And Blue Review
Former Michigan Forward Youssef Khayat announces transfer destination
A former Michigan Wolverine has found a new home in the transfer portal. Youssef Khayat has announced his new team.
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Former Dodgers pitcher Julio Urías facing 5 misdemeanor charges after domestic violence arrest
Julio Urías was arrested last fall after an alleged incident outside BMO Stadium in Los Angeles, though prosecutors declined to pursue felony charges.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Kentucky freshman Rob Dillingham declares for the 2024 NBA Draft
Kentucky freshman guard Rob Dillingham will enter the NBA Draft and give up his remaining eligibility. The 19-year-old is expected to be a top 10 pick in June.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Elly De La Cruz shows power/speed combo with 450-foot HR and inside-the-park HR
The Reds shortstop is still one of the most fun players in MLB.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Final Four: Big Ten loses 12th straight basketball title game as Purdue falls to UConn
The Big Ten hasn't won a basketball championship since the Michigan State men in 2000.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft primer: Cowboys' offense could look a little different around Dak Prescott
What does Dallas need in this month's NFL Draft? How many picks do they have? We break it down right here.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Nationals' Josiah Gray becomes MLB's latest pitcher to suffer a major arm injury
Washington Nationals pitcher Josiah Gray is the latest to suffer an injury to his elbow. He was placed on the injured list due to a flexor tendon strain in his right forearm.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 10 QBs headlined by Drake Maye, Caleb Williams
The top QB prospect for Yahoo Sports' Nate Tice is different from the consensus. What other signal-callers should fans keep an eye on this draft?
6 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Yankees ace Gerrit Cole asks for cooperation to address pitcher injuries, even as he admits there's no easy solution
“If there's one thing everybody should be able to get on the same side about, it's really the best players being out there as much as possible," he told reporters Monday.
4 min read
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Sports·Inside Nebraska
Analyzing QB play, standout players from Nebraska's second open practice
Rapid-fire analysis on QB play and standout players from Tuesday's practice, plus a recap of Evan Cooper at the podium.
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
John Calipari announces he's leaving Kentucky, doesn't indicate next move despite Arkansas reports
Calipari posted a video Tuesday announcing his decision, but didn't indicate his next move. On Sunday, multiple outlets reported Calipari was in "serious talks" to become Arkansas' next head coach.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Lakers finish correcting errors on Kobe Bryant statue outside of Crypto.com Arena
There were several misspellings and formatting errors that were found on the new Kobe Bryant statue in downtown Los Angeles.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft primer: Bills need wide receivers in void left by Stefon Diggs trade
What does Buffalo need in this month's NFL Draft? How many picks do they have? We break it down right here.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
A wild Champions League quarterfinal night ends with a controversial call at Arsenal
Real Madrid 3, Manchester City 3. Arsenal 2, Bayern Munich 2. But should Arsenal have had a chance for a third in stoppage time? On a topsy-turvy Champions League night, replays gave conflicting answers.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Red Sox SS Trevor Story needs surgery on fractured left shoulder, likely out for season
Trevor Story's 2024 season is likely over after just eight games.
2 min read
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Celebrity·Miami Herald
After Jay Leno made heartbreaking decision for his wife of 44 years, so did a judge
Months after Jay Leno filed for conservatorship over his wife of 44 years, a judge has made a decision.
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Jimmy Kimmel Exposes Donald Trump’s Racist Code Word Hiding In Plain Sight
The late-night host said there’s one word the ex-president uses that has another meaning altogether.
1 min read
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US·Fox News
Massachusetts road rage attack ends with driver making U-turn to mow down woman: prosecutors
Ryan Sweatt allegedly ran down 26-year-old Destini Decoff in his car last Thursday, and the victim succumbed to her injuries on Sunday.
4 min read
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Sports·People
Bill Murray Embraces His Son After UConn Wins Back-to-Back NCAA Basketball Championships
The "Groundhog Day" star was on hand for the second year in a row to watch his son Luke's team win the title
3 min read
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US·TheBlast
Wynonna Judd's Daughter Arrested After 'Exposing' Her Chest At Busy Intersection
Wynonna Judd's 27-year-old daughter, Grace Pauline Kelley has been with indecent exposure and obstructing government operations.
4 min read
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US·CBC
Oral surgeon who guided prison guard through extraction of inmate's teeth given absolute discharge
Oral surgeon, Dr. Louis Bourget, received an absolute discharge after he guided a correctional officer through the removal of a sedated inmate's teeth. (Mark Cumby/CBC)Dr. Louis Bourget will not have a criminal record.The oral surgeon was charged with assault after he permitted a correctional officer to extract an inmate's teeth in October 2020. The incident was recorded by another correctional officer on his phone.Bourget, who operates out of the Gander Family Dental Clinic building, received a
2 min read
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Celebrity·TheBlast
Melania Trump's Ex-Aide Claims Former First Lady Is Living 'A Life In A Minefield'
Melania Trump’s ex-aide has given a scathing analysis of the former first lady's appearance at the recent MAGA fundraiser.
5 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Marjorie Taylor Greene Receives A Withering New Nickname From Ken Buck
The recently retired House Republican also ripped his former colleague for focusing on her social media profile.
1 min read
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Politics·Fox News
Billionaire who helped Trump with $175M bond says he 'probably didn't charge enough'
Billionaire businessman Don Hankey, who provided the means for Trump's $175 million bond, says the legal scrutiny brought against the money has been intense.
2 min read
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World·CNN
US transfers thousands of seized Iranian guns, rocket launchers and munitions to Ukraine
The US transferred thousands of machine guns, sniper rifles, rocket launchers and hundreds of thousands of rounds of ammunition seized from Iran to Ukraine last week, US Central Command announced on Tuesday.
2 min read
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World·Associated Press
U.S. announces $138 million in emergency military sales of Hawk missile systems support for Ukraine
The State Department has greenlighted an emergency $138 million in foreign military sales for Ukraine to provide critical repairs and spare parts for Kyiv’s Hawk missile systems.  The U.S. announced the move Tuesday saying that Ukraine has an urgent need for the maintenance support to keep the missile system running.  Both the State and Defense Departments have been looking for ways to continue to get Ukraine support while a $60 billion Ukraine aid package remains stalled in Congress.
2 min read
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US·USA TODAY
Pediatrician on way to see solar eclipse dies after falling out of Airstream: Reports
Dr. Monika Woroniecka, 58, fell out of the 2024 Airstream that was being lifted by a pickup truck her husband was driving.
2 min read
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US·NBC News
Ohio police release body camera video of officer shooting 15-year-old boy who had toy gun
Police in Akron, Ohio, have released body camera footage of an officer shooting a 15-year-old boy who was holding what his family says was a toy gun.
6 min read
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US·Associated Press
More than half of foreign-born people in US live in just 4 states and half are naturalized citizens
More than half of the foreign-born population in the United States lives in just four states — California, Texas, Florida and New York — and their numbers grew older and more educated over the past dozen years, according to a new report released Tuesday by the U.S. Census Bureau.  In California, New Jersey, New York and Florida, foreign-born individuals comprised more than 20% of each state’s population.
2 min read
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TodayPartly cloudy with a 51% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 6 mph (9.7 kph). The overnight low will be 57 °F (13.9 °C).79°55°

WedShowers today with a high of 76 °F (24.4 °C) and a low of 55 °F (12.8 °C). There is a 64% chance of precipitation.76°55°

ThuThunderstorms today with a high of 68 °F (20 °C) and a low of 54 °F (12.2 °C). There is a 75% chance of precipitation.68°54°

FriShowers today with a high of 64 °F (17.8 °C) and a low of 46 °F (7.8 °C). There is a 60% chance of precipitation.64°46°


See more[image: AccuWeather]
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 10 -Money issues are taking over your brain right now, so see if you can move in that direction without overturning any apple carts. You might be able to jump on a sweet opportunity if you watch out. 
See more
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